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We employ holographic duality to compute 〈Tµν〉 in strongly coupled N = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory and then study evolution of the semiclassical Einstein field equations sourced by
〈Tµν〉. Linearizing about de Sitter space, we find that the semiclassical equations of motion reduce
to a four dimensional scalar wave equation coupled to a five dimensional scalar wave equation. We
compute the mode spectrum of these equations and find that there exists a critical value of the
Hubble constant Hc for which de Sitter space is unstable when H < Hc and mode stable when
H > Hc.
I. INTRODUCTION
General Relativity (GR) and quantum field theory are
two pillars of modern physics, with GR describing the
large scale structure of spacetime and quantum field the-
ories describing the microscopic properties of matter.
Combining these two very different descriptions of na-
ture into a single quantum theory of gravity remains an
unsolved problem. A less ambitions but still interesting
problem is the interaction of matter quantum fields and
gravity at scales much larger than the Planck length.
An analogous question can be posed in electrodynam-
ics: how do matter quantum fields interact with macro-
scopic electromagnetic fields? This question is addressed
by the theory of Macroscopic Electrodynamics. The
macroscopic equations of motion can be derived via phe-
nomenological considerations or alternatively, at least for
simple systems, via first principles calculations (see e.g.
[1, 2]). They read
1
e2
∇νFµν = 〈Jµ〉, (1)
where 〈Jµ〉 is the expectation value of the electric cur-
rent, which is a functional of the macroscopic vector po-
tential Aµ, and e is the electric charge. A reasonable
expectation is that matter quantum fields couple to grav-
ity in an analogous fashion, with macroscopic evolution
governed by the semiclassical Einstein equations (see e.g.
[3])
Rµν − 12 (R− 2Λ)gµν = 8piG〈Tµν〉, (2)
with Λ being the cosmological constant, G Newton’s con-
stant, and 〈Tµν〉 is the expectation value of the stress
tensor, which is a functional of the metric gµν .
In this paper we study the stability of the Poincare
patch of 3 + 1 dimensional de Sitter space, which is the
maximally symmetric solution to the semiclassical equa-
tions of motion (2). It was long ago shown that de Sitter
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space is stable in classical GR [4–6]. Subsequently it was
shown that Minkowski space is also stable in classical GR
[7, 8]. The same, however, does not hold in semiclassi-
cal gravity. Numerous studies have found that de Sitter
space and Minkowski space are unstable to exponentially
growing modes [9–18].1 Notably, instabilities can occur
at arbitrarily long wavelength.
Thus far, stability analyses in semiclassical gravity
have been limited to free or weakly interacting quantum
field theories. Here we shall study the opposite limit,
employing a strongly interacting quantum field theory.
Indeed, it has been argued that interactions can destabi-
lize de Sitter space (see e.g. Ref. [20]). Currently there
exists only one theoretical framework capable of system-
atically studying dynamics in strongly coupled quantum
field theories: holographic duality [21].
Holographic duality maps the dynamics of certain
strongly coupled non-Abelian gauge theories onto the
dynamics of gravity in higher dimensions. The dual
gravitational dynamics becomes classical in the limit of
large number of colors N in the gauge theory. Numer-
ous authors have employed holographic duality to study
quantum field theory in de Sitter space [22–26], includ-
ing semiclassical gravity [27]. Likewise, it has widely
been employed to study the dynamics of strongly cou-
pled quark-gluon plasma produced in heavy ion collisions
at RHIC and the LHC (for a review see Ref. [28]) and
strongly coupled condensed matter systems (for a review
see Ref. [29]). The utility of the duality is that 〈Tµν〉
and other observables can be computed by solving classi-
cal partial differential equations, albeit in higher dimen-
sions. In fact, with holography the semiclassical equa-
tions of motion (2) reduce to Einstein’s equations in four
dimensions coupled to Einstein’s equations in five dimen-
sions via boundary conditions. The simplest holographic
quantum field theory is N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-
Mills theory (SYM), which is the theory we choose to
study. SYM is a conformal field theory and dual to grav-
1 A notable exception is Ref. [19], where it was argued that
Minkowski space can be mode stable in semiclassical gravity pro-
vided the stress spectral density vanishes sufficiently rapidly in
the IR.
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2ity in five dimensional asymptotically anti-de Sitter space
(AdS5) [21].
Aside from being necessary to employ holography, the
large N limit also puts the semiclassical equations of mo-
tion (2) on stronger theoretical footing [11, 30]. In par-
ticular, the large N limit provides a clean separation be-
tween macroscopic scales where instabilities may occur,
and microscopic scales where the semiclassical equations
of motion break down. Due to the fact that 〈Tµν〉 ∼ N2,
the semiclassical equations of motion (2) have a well-
defined N →∞ limit provided
G ∼ 1
N2
. (3)
This scaling means the Planck length is order 1/N . How-
ever, the semiclassical equations of motion should break
down well before the Planck scale. Just as macroscopic
electrodynamics shouldn’t apply at atomic scales, where
fluctuations in the current become large, the semiclassical
Einstein equations (2) should not apply at scales where
fluctuations in the stress tensor become large [19, 31].
In large N SYM, connected stress correlators scale like
N2/∆x8 where ∆x is the point separation. This means
that fluctuations in the stress become large at length
scales on the order of N−1/4, which can be made ar-
bitrarily small by taking N → ∞. In contrast, with the
scaling (3), the semiclassical equation of motion (2) are
independent of N , meaning that in the N → ∞ limit,
any finite wavelength instability lies within the domain
of validity of the semiclassical equations of motion.
We linearize the semiclassical equations of motion
about de Sitter space and study the spectrum of allowed
modes, including inhomogenous and anisotropic modes.
We find the linearized equations of motion reduce to a
four dimensional scalar wave equation coupled to a five
dimensional scalar wave equation. The mode spectrum of
these equations can be determined analytically. We find
that there exists a critical value of the Hubble constant
Hc for which de Sitter space is unstable when H < Hc
and mode stable when H > Hc. The instablities result
in both inhomogeneities and anisotropies growing expo-
nentially fast. Up to logarithmic corrections, the criti-
cal Hubble constant scales like H2c ∼ 1GN2 . Hence, in
the large N limit H2c is parametrically smaller than the
Planck mass (and by the scaling relation (3), independent
of N).
We also study the mode stability of the semiclassical
Maxwell equations (1) with strongly coupled quantum
fields in de Sitter space. Like our gravitational analy-
sis, we find that the semiclassical Maxwell equations are
mode stable only if H is greater than some critical value.
An outline of the remainder of our paper is as follows.
In Sec. II we construct a diffeomorphism invariant formu-
lation of the linearized semiclassical equations of motion
(2). In Sec. III we employ holographic duality to compute
〈Tµν〉 and derive the linearized semiclassical equations of
motion. In Sec. IV we study the spectrum of allowed
modes and in Sec. V we discuss our results, including
possible origins of and resolutions to instabilities. In the
Appendix, we present our study of the mode stability of
the semiclassical Maxwell equations.
II. GAUGE INVARIANTS
In the Poincare patch the perturbed de Sitter metric
may be written as
ds2 = −[1−h00]dt2 + 2h0idtdxi + e2Ht[δij + hij ]dxidxj ,
(4)
where hµν are the metric perturbations. The linearized
semiclassical Einstein equations then take the schematic
form
∆αβµνhαβ = 8piG〈δTµν〉, (5)
where ∆αβµν is a second order differential operator and
〈δTµν〉 is the change in the stress tensor induced by the
metric perturbations.
Instead of working directly with hµν , we have found it
convenient to work with gauge invariant combinations of
hµν and its derivatives. This is analogous to working with
electric and magnetic fields in electrodynamics instead
of the gauge field. The relevant gauge transforms are
infinitesimal diffeomorphisms,
xµ → xµ + ξµ, (6)
where ξµ is an arbitrary function of xµ. Under this trans-
formation the metric transforms like
gµν → gµν −∇µξν −∇νξµ, (7)
where ∇µ is the covariant derivative under the back-
ground geometry.
Following Refs. [32–35], to construct gauge invariants
we introduce a spatial Fourier transform and work with
mode amplitudes hµν(t, q) with momentum vector q. Let
{qˆ, ˆ1, ˆ2} be an orthonormal basis of polarization vec-
tors. We then decompose hµν in terms of longitudinal
and transverse components as follows
h0i = h0q qˆ
i + h0aˆ
i
a, (8a)
hij = haq ˆ
(i
a qˆ
j) + habˆ
i
aˆ
j
b. (8b)
Here and in what follows lower case latin indices a, b, c
from the beginning of the alphabet run over the two
directions transverse to q whereas i, j run over all the
three spatial directions. We also employ an identical
polarization frame decomposition for the stress tensor
perturbation 〈δTµν〉, the 5D metric perturbation studied
in Sec. III C, and gauge fields studied in the Appendix.
Defining h˙µν ≡ ∂thµν , it is easy to see that the following
3quantities are invariant under the transformation (7),
W0 ≡ h¨aa + h¨qq + 4H[h˙aa + h˙qq] + [12H2−e−2Htq2]h00
+ 3Hh˙00 + e
−2Ht[q2haa−4iqh0q−2iqh˙0q], (9a)
Z0 ≡ 2q2e−2Hth00 + 4iq e−2Ht[h˙0q −Hh0q] (9b)
+ h¨aa − 2h¨qq +Hh˙aa − 2Hh˙qq + e−2Htq2haa,
Z1 ≡ [iqh˙aq + q2e−2Hth0a]ˆa, (9c)
Z2 ≡ [hab − 12hccδab]ˆa ⊗ ˆb. (9d)
The invariants W0 and Z0 transform as scalars under
rotations about the q axis whereas Z1 and Z2 transform
as a vector and tensor, respectively. Altogether Eqs. (9)
contain 6 gauge invariant degrees of freedom. With W0
and Zs known, and a gauge choice specified, the metric
perturbations hµν can be reconstructed. In particular,
in the gauge h0µ = 0, finiteness of the above gauge in-
variants guarantees finiteness of the metric perturbations
themselves. Therefore, demonstrating linear stability of
de Sitter is tantamount to showing that the gauge invari-
ants W0 and Zs remain bounded as t→∞.
The equations of motion for the invariants follow from
the linearized semiclassical equations of motion. Con-
sider first the trace of Eq. (2), which yields
−R+ 4Λ = 8piG〈Tµµ〉. (10)
The trace of the stress tensor is independent of the quan-
tum state and fixed by the Weyl anomaly to be [36, 37]
〈Tµµ〉 =
N2
32pi2
(
RµνRµν − 1
3
R2
)
. (11)
At zeroth order, Eqs. (10) and (11) imply
−3H2 + Λ = −3GN
2
4pi
H4, (12)
or equivalently,
H2 =
2pi
GN2
[
1±
√
1− ΛGN
2
3pi
]
. (13)
By adjusting the cosmological constant, Eq. (13) implies
one can get any value of H2 ≤ H2max. The maximum
Hubble constant is simply,
Hmax =
√
4pi
GN2
. (14)
At first order in hµν , Eqs. (10) and (11) imply
W0 = 0. (15)
Hence W0 is non-dynamical.
The equation of motion for Zs can be obtained by
taking appropriate linear combinations of the linearized
semiclassical equations (5) and read
q2Z0 = 16piG
[
2q2〈δT00〉 − 6Hiq〈δT0q〉 (16a)
+ q2e−2Ht (〈δTaa〉 − 2〈δTqq〉)
]
,
Z1 = 16piG〈δT0a〉ˆa, (16b)
−Z2 = 16piGe−2Ht
[〈δTab〉− 12 〈δTcc〉δab] ˆa ⊗ ˆb, (16c)
where
 ≡ gµν∇µ∇ν = −[∂2t + 3H∂t + q2e−2Ht], (17)
is the scalar wave operator in de Sitter space. The appro-
priate combinations of the linear semiclassical equations
(5) needed to derive Eqs. (16) can be read off from the
coefficients of 〈δTµν〉 appearing on the r.h.s. of these
equations.
Naively Eqs. (16a) and (16b) suggest Z0 and Z1 satisfy
non-dynamical equations of motion. Indeed, in four di-
mensional GR the only dynamical degrees of freedom are
tensor modes. However, SYM has its own dynamical ex-
citations which can source the scalar and vector modes,
rendering them dynamical. In fact, we shall see below in
Sec. III C that the Zs satisfy the same equations of mo-
tion for all helicities s, meaning all the Zs are dynamical
in semiclassical gravity.
III. HOLOGRAPHIC CALCULATION OF 〈Tµν〉
AND THE SEMICLASSICAL EQUATIONS OF
MOTION
According to holographic duality [21], strongly coupled
large N SYM is equivalent to classical gravity in asymp-
totically AdS5 spacetime. The 5D geometry is governed
by the vacuum Einstein equations with cosmological con-
stant Λ5 = −6/L2, with L the AdS curvature radius. The
5D geometry contains a 4D boundary, which is where the
dual field theory lives. The near-boundary asymptotics
of the 5D metric encodes the SYM stress tensor 〈Tµν〉
[38–40].
A. Near boundary asymptotics and 〈Tµν〉
In what follows we will briefly review the analysis
in Ref. [40] for the computation of 〈Tµν〉. Follow-
ing Ref. [40], we employ Fefferman-Graham coordinates
where the 5D metric takes the form
ds2 = L2
[
r2gµν(r, x
α)dxµdxν +
dr2
r2
]
, (18)
where r is the AdS radial coordinate, with the bound-
ary of the spacetime located at r = ∞. The coordi-
nates xµ = {t,x} parameterize the boundary directions.
4The 5D Einstein equations imply gµν(r, x
α) has the near-
boundary expansion
gαβ = g
(0)
αβ+g
(2)
αβr
−2+g(4)αβr
−4+h(4)αβr
−4 log
(
r
µ
)
+O(r−5).
(19)
The expansion coefficients g
(0)
αβ and g
(4)
αβ are effectively
constants of integration, with all other coefficients deter-
mined by them. The scale µ appearing in the logarithm is
an arbitrary scale related to renormalization in the dual
SYM description. Note that rescaling µ by a constant is
equivalent to adding to g
(4)
αβ a term proportional to h
(4)
αβ .
We discuss this further below.
As a boundary condition we set
g(0)µν = gµν , (20)
so the boundary metric is that where SYM lives. The 5D
Einstein equations then imply the coefficients g
(2)
µν and
h
(4)
µν are determined by curvature tensors of gµν via
g(2)µν = − 12
[
Rµν − 16Rgµν
]
, (21)
h(4)µν =
1
4RµανβR
αβ + 124∇µ∇νR− 18∇2Rµν + 112RRµν
+ 116
(
RαβR
αβ + 13∇2R− 13R2
)
gµν , (22)
where ∇ is the covariant derivative under the metric gµν .
Additionally, the 5D Einstein equations constrain the di-
vergence and trace of g
(4)
µν to be
∇µg(4)µν =∇µ
{
1
4 [R
αβRαβ − 23R2]gµν (23a)
− 18 [RµσRσν − 136R2gµν ]
}
,
gµνg(4)µν =
1
16
(
RµνRµν − 29R2
)
. (23b)
Note
gµνh(4)µν = 0, ∇µh(4)µν = 0, (24)
so any additive shift to g
(4)
µν by h
(4)
µν does not affect
Eqs. (23). Hence, Eqs. (23) remain unchanged when the
arbitrary renormalization scale µ is varied. The remain-
ing degrees of freedom in g
(4)
µν can only be determined by
solving Einstein’s equations away from r =∞.
The SYM stress tensor is given by the variation deriva-
tive of the renomalized 5D gravitational action S5D [40],
〈Tµν〉 = 2√−g
δS5D
δgµν
. (25)
Upon taking the variational derivative one finds [40]
〈Tµν〉 = N
2
2pi2
[
g(4)µν +
1
32
(
RαβRαβ − 5
9
R2
)
gµν
− 1
8
RµαR
αν +
1
16
RRµν + α h
(4)
µν
]
. (26)
Note that Eqs. (23a) and (26) imply the stress tensor
satisfies the correct Weyl anomaly (11) and is covariantly
conserved,
∇µ〈Tµν〉 = 0. (27)
The last term in Eq. (26), α h
(4)
µν , arises from a counter
term present in S5D, which is necessary to cancel di-
vergences near the boundary. The salient counter term
is proportional to the integral of the boundary Weyl
anomaly (11), meaning S5D contains a term proportional
to ∫
d4x
√−g
[
RµνRµν − 1
3
R2
]
. (28)
It turns out that up to an overall constant, h
(4)
µν is the con-
tribution of the stress tensor from this term. Correspond-
ingly, α is the renormalized coupling associated with the
higher derivative correction (28) to the 4D boundary
gravitational action.
The coupling α in fact must be a function of the renor-
malization scale µ. Why? Recall from Eq. (19) that
rescaling µ by a constant results in an additive shift of
h
(4)
µν to g
(4)
µν . It follows that α and µ always appear in
〈Tµν〉 in the combination
N2
2pi2 [α+ log µ] h
(4)
µν (29)
Since µ is arbitrary and the stress tensor is physical, this
contribution to 〈Tµν〉 must be independent of µ. This
requires α to run with µ,
α(µ) = − logµ+ const. (30)
The energy scale
E ≡ µeα, (31)
is thus a renormalization group invariant, meaning dEdµ =
0. We emphasize that E is a physical energy scale in
the quantum field theory, and that 〈Tµν〉 depends on E
provided h
(4)
µν doesn’t vanish. In what follows we choose
µ = E. (32)
From Eq. (31), it follows that α vanishes in this scheme.
B. Vacuum state geometry
What is the 5D geometry dual to the SYM vacuum
state in de Sitter space? This question can be answered
by noting de Sitter space is conformally equivalent to
Minkowski space. The 5D geometry dual to the SYM
vacuum in Minkowski space is AdS5, whose metric reads
ds2 = L2r˜2[−dt˜2 + dx2] + L
2dr˜2
r˜2
. (33)
5Consider then the coordinate transformation,
t˜ =
e−Ht(H2 + 4r2)
H(H2 − 4r2) , r˜ =
eHt(4r2 −H2)
4r
. (34)
On the boundary, this coordinate transformation is tan-
tamount to a conformal transformation, mapping the
Minkowski metric onto the de Sitter metric (4) (with
hµν = 0). In other words, on the boundary the trans-
formation (34) maps the Minkowski vacuum onto the de
Sitter vacuum. Using the coordinate transformation (34),
the 5D geometry dual to the de Sitter vacuum therefore
reads [41],
ds2 = L2
{
(4r2−H2)2
16r2
[−dt2 + e2Htdx2]+ dr2r2 } . (35)
Note that the Poincare horizon lies at r = H/2.
Comparing (35) with (19), we see,
g(4)µν =
H4
16
gµν . (36)
Using Eq. (26) we find,
〈Tµν〉 = −3N
2H4
32pi2
gµν . (37)
Hence, the vacuum stress is equivalent to a cosmological
constant. This reflects the fact that the vacuum of SYM
is invariant under the symmetries of de Sitter space. Note
that the vacuum stress is independent of the scale E,
which is a consequence of the fact that h
(4)
µν vanishes in
de Sitter space.
C. Bulk Metric perturbations and boundary
semiclassical equations of motion
Via Eq. (26), perturbations to the 5D metric (35) will
induce perturbations 〈δTµν〉 to the SYM stress tensor. In
Fefferman-Graham coordinates the perturbed 5D metric
may be written as,
ds2 = L2
{
(4r2 −H2)2
16r2
[
− (1− H00)dt2 + 2H0idtdxi
+ e2Ht(δij + Hij)dx
idxj
]
+
dr2
r2
}
. (38)
where Hµν is the metric perturbation. The linearized 5D
Einstein equations must then be solved for Hµν subject
to the boundary condition,
lim
r→∞Hµν = hµν , (39)
where hµν is the metric perturbation on the boundary.
A further boundary condition is need at the Poincare
horizon. Causality dictates that no classical radiation
can be emitted from r = H/2, meaning all gravitational
waves near r = H/2 must be infalling only [42].
As done with the 4D Einstein equations in Sec II, in-
stead of working directly with Hµν we choose to work
with gauge invariant combinations of Hµν . The construc-
tion of 5D invariants is essentially identical to that in 4D.
The salient gauge transformations are just the 5D gener-
alization of Eqs. (6) and (7). To construct gauge invari-
ants we work with Fourier mode amplitudes Hµν(t, r, q)
and decompose Hµν(t, r, q) in terms of longitudinal and
transverse modes via Eq. (8). In fact, it turns out the
expressions (9) for the boundary gauge invariants Zs are
also diffeomorphism invariant in 5D with the replacement
hµν → Hµν . We therefore define the 5D helicity 0, 1 and
2 invariants
Z0 = 2q2e−2HtH00 + 4iq e−2Ht[H˙0q −HH0q] (40a)
+ H¨aa − 2H¨qq +HH˙aa − 2HH˙qq + e−2Htq2Haa,
Z1 = [iqH˙aq + q2e−2HtH0a]ˆa, (40b)
Z2 = [Hab − 12Hccδab]ˆa ⊗ ˆb. (40c)
It is straightforward but tedious to show that the lin-
earized 5D Einstein equations imply Zs satisfy the same
wave equation for all helicities s,
5Zs = 0, (41)
where 5 is the 5D scalar wave operator in the unper-
turbed geometry (35). Explicitly,
5 = 16r
2
(H2−4r2)2
{
+ r316(H2−4r2)2 ∂r
(H2−4r2)4
r3 ∂r
}
, (42)
where again  is the 4D scalar wave operator in de Sit-
ter space defined in Eq. (17). The Feffermann-Graham
expansion (19) requires Zs to have the near-boundary
expansion
Zs = Zs + · · ·+ 1
r4
Z(4)s + . . . , (43)
with all other terms in the expansion determined by the
boundary value Zs and Z(4)s . The coefficient Z(4)s deter-
mines the sources on the r.h.s. of the boundary semiclas-
sical equations of motion (16). In fact, Eqs. (16), (19),
(23) and (26) imply each boundary gauge invariant Zs
satisfies,
−Zs = KZ(4)s , (44)
where the constant K is given by,
K ≡ 8GN
2
pi −GN2H2 . (45)
The coupled scalar wave equations (44) and (41) consti-
tute the semiclassical equations of motion in SYM and
are identical for all helicities s.
6IV. MODE SOLUTIONS TO THE
SEMICLASSICAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
To solve the bulk equation of motion (41) we employ
separation of variables, writing
Zs(t, r) = Zs(t)F(r). (46)
The near-boundary expansion (43) then requires the
boundary condition
lim
r→∞F(r) = 1. (47)
Denoting the separation constant as H2(ν2− 94 ) with ν a
free parameter, the separated equations of motion read
−Zs = H2(ν2 − 94 )Zs, (48)
and[
−H2(ν2− 94 ) + r
3
16(H2−4r2)2 ∂r
(H2−4r2)4
r3 ∂r
]
F = 0. (49)
Note the separated equations of motion are invariant un-
der ν → −ν. Correspondingly, for any fixed ν there are
two sets of solutions related to each other by switching
ν → −ν. Without loss of generality we focus on the +ν
solution.
Eq. (48) is solved by,
Zs = e
−3Ht/2Jν(e−Htq/H), (50)
where Jν is a Bessel function. At small z we have
Jν(z) ∼ zν . It follows that Zs remains bounded as t→∞
provided,
Re ν ≥ −3
2
. (51)
In what follows we shall employ the semiclassical equa-
tions of motion to compute the allowed values of ν and
then use Eq. (51) as a criterion for mode stability.
The mode equation (49) must be solved subject to the
boundary condition (47) as well as the boundary con-
dition that no radiation is emitted from the horizon at
r = H2 . With these boundary conditions the solution to
Eq. (49) reads,
F = A
(
r2
H2− 14
)−ν−3/2
2F1(− 32−ν, 12−ν, 1− 2ν, 1− 4r
2
H2 ),
(52)
where 2F1 is a hypergeometric function and,
A ≡ 2
−2ν−3Γ( 12 − ν)Γ( 52 − ν)
Γ(1− 2ν) , (53)
with Γ(z) the gamma function.
Using (46) and expanding (52) about r =∞, we find
Z(4)s = −
H4(ν2 − 94 )Zs
256
{
16 (54)
+ (1− 4ν2) [3− 4H (− 12 − ν)+ 4 log 2EH ]},
where
H(z) ≡ Γ
′(z + 1)
Γ(z + 1)
+ γE , (55)
is the harmonic number function and γE is the Euler-
Mascheroni constant. Note the appearance of the en-
ergy scale E, which in our renormalization scheme is the
same as the scale µ appearing in the Fefferman-Graham
expansion (19). Substituting (54) into the semiclassical
equation of motion (44) and using (48), we conclude the
allowed values of ν must satisfy
(ν2− 94 )Q(ν) = 0, (56)
where
Q(ν) ≡ 256 +H2K
{
16
+ (1− 4ν2) [3− 4H (− 12−ν)+ 4 log 2EH ] }. (57)
There are infinitely many values of ν which satisfy
Eq. (56). We are interested in values which violate the
bound (51) and hence correspond to unstable modes.
These values of ν must satisfy
Q(ν) = 0. (58)
We solve Eq. (58) in the limit where both GN2H2  1
and GN2E2  1. This means K ≈ 8GN2/pi. Cor-
respondingly, in the GN2 → 0 limit the quantity in
the braces in Eq. (57) must diverge. There are two
way this can happen. First, ν can be near the poles of
H
(− 12 − ν). However, these lie at positive half-integer
values of ν and correspond to stable modes. Second, ν it-
self can diverge. For large |ν| (and away from the positive
real Re ν axis) we may approximate
H(− 12 − ν) = log(−ν) +O(ν0). (59)
In the large ν limit Eq. (58) then becomes
2pi −GN2H2ν2 log
(
− 2E
Hν
)
= 0. (60)
Up to corrections suppressed by inverse powers of
log
(
1
GN2E2
)
, Eq. (60) is solved by
ν = −Hmax
H
√
1
log
(
1
GN2E2
) [i+ pi
2 log
(
1
GN2E2
)] , (61)
where the maximum Hubble constant Hmax was defined
in Eq. (14).
Eq. (61) and the stability condition (51) imply de Sitter
space with H > Hc is mode stable whereas de Sitter
space with H < Hc is unstable. The critical Hubble
constant Hc reads
Hc =
piHmax
3
[
1
log
(
1
GN2E2
)
]3/2
. (62)
7Note that with GN2E2  1, Hc is parameterically
smaller than Hmax.
In the H → 0 limit, where de Sitter space becomes
Minkowski space, the associated e-folding time T of un-
stable modes is
T =
2
piHmax
[
log
1
GN2E2
]3/2
. (63)
Note this time scale is parametrically larger than the
Planck time.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper we studied mode stability of de Sitter
space in semiclassical gravity with strongly coupled SYM.
We found that there exists a critical value of the Hubble
constant Hc for which de Sitter space with H < Hc is
unstable and H > Hc is mode stable. The fact that the
Minkowski space limit is unstable agrees with previous
analyses of semiclassical gravity in Minkowski space with
free quantum fields [9–15, 17, 18].
Given the small cosmological constant and associated
Hubble constant in the real universe, it seems catas-
trophic that de Sitter space with small H is unstable to
exponentially growing modes, including those with inho-
mogeneities and anisotropies. It is reasonable to surmise
that this indicates a problem with semiclassical gravity,
at least as it has been formulated in this and other papers
which find similar instabilities.
One potential solution to this problem is to treat the
quantum stress 〈δTµν〉 perturbatively. To this end, con-
sider the linearized semiclassical Einstein equations (5)
with a classical stress tensor τµν added to the r.h.s.,
∆αβµνhαβ = 8piG〈δTµν〉+ 8piGτµν . (64)
Notice we have introduced a bookkeeping parameter  in
front of 〈δTµν〉. One can then expand the metric pertur-
bation in powers of ,
hµν =
∞∑
n=0
nh(n)µν , (65)
and solve the equations of motion (64) order by order
in . h
(0)
µν just satisfies the classical linearized Einstein
equations sourced by τµν . To obtain the equations of
motion for h
(n)
µν , we first employ linear response,
〈δTµν(x)〉 =
∫
d4x′
√−gΠµναβ(x|x′)hαβ(x′), (66)
where Πµναβ(x|x′) is the retarded stress-stress correlator.
A short exercise then shows that h
(n)
µν satisfies
∆αβµνh
(n)
αβ (x) = 8piG
∫
d4x′
√−gΠ αβµν (x|x′)h(n−1)αβ (x′).
(67)
That is, h
(n)
µν satisfies the linearized Einstein equations
sourced by a linear functional of h
(n−1)
µν . This means that
if we truncate the expansion (65) at any finite order n,
there will be no instability present.
Is truncating the expansion (65) reasonable? The ex-
pansion (65) is simply that of the dressed retarded Greens
function of the linear operator ∆ − 8piGΠ convoluted
with the classical stress tensor τµν . This is depicted dia-
gramatically in Fig. 1. Accordingly, Πµναβ is the gravi-
ton self energy.2 As is well established in quantum field
theory, the dispersion relation of physical excitations is
encoded in dressed propagators. Truncating perturbative
expansions of propagators at finite order often leads to
incorrect dispersion relations,3 including the masking of
physical instabilities. We comment on this further below
within the context of massless QED. Aside from having
the desirable feature of ameliorating instabilities in semi-
classical gravity, we do not see any reason why the series
in (65) should be truncated at finite order or equivalently,
why 〈δTµν〉 should be treated perturbatively in the semi-
classical equations of motion.
It is noteworthy that similar instabilities can also oc-
cur in semiclassical electrodynamics. For example, in
the Appendix we compute 〈Jµ〉 in SYM coupled to a
charged massless N = 2 hypermultiplet [43]. Using the
semiclassical Maxwell equations (1), we find that elec-
tromagnetic instabilities exist in the H → 0 limit. In
other words, the semiclassical Maxwell equations are un-
stable in Minkowski space. Conversely, the semiclassical
Maxwell equations are mode stable in the H →∞ limit.
Similar instabilities also occur in QED. Understanding
the origin of and resolution to instabilities in semiclas-
sical electrodyanamics may serve as as useful guide to
resolving those in semiclassical gravity.
Consider an arbitrarily small and long wavelength per-
turbation to the QED vacuum (in Minkowski space with
no backreaction on the geometry). The one loop disper-
sion relation of electromagnetic excitations can be com-
puted from location of poles in gauge field correlators or
alternatively, from the semiclassical Maxwell equations
(1) with 〈Jµ〉 computed via linear response,
〈Jµ(x)〉 =
∫
d4x′Kµν(x−x′)Aν , (68)
where Kµν is the retarded current-current correlator. In-
troducing a spacetime Fourier transform with four mo-
mentum qµ, current conservation and Lorentz invariance
requires
Kµν(q) =
[
q2ηµν − qµqν]K(q), (69)
2 In a perturbative treatment of quantum gravity there are also
contributions to the graviton self energy from graviton loops.
However, these are 1/N suppressed relative to contributions from
matter fields.
3 For example, the dispersion relation of electromagnetic waves in
media can dramatically deviate from those in vacuum.
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FIG. 1: The diagramatic representation of the perturbative expansion (65), with h
(n)
µν satisfying Eq. (67). Each line segment
represents the retarded Greens function associated with the operator ∆µναβ and each light gray circle represent an insertion
of Πµναβ , with all internal coordinates integrated over. Likewise, the × symbol represents classical stress tensor τµν , with an
integration over its coordinates as well. The diagramatic expansion is simply that of the dressed Greens function, which is the
retarded Greens function of the linear operator ∆− 8piGΠ, convoluted with the classical stress tensor τµν .
where ηµν is the Minkowski space metric and K(q) is a
scalar function which encodes vacuum polarization. Sub-
stituting (68) and (69) into the equation of motion (1),
it is easy to see that the dispersion relation of gauge in-
variant modes (i.e. electromagnetic fields) must satisfy
q2
[
1
e2
−K(q)
]
= 0. (70)
K can be computed perturbatively in QED (see e.g.
[44]). At momenta much smaller than the electron mass,
K → 0, which reflects the fact that weak long wave-
length electromagnetic fields cannot produce e+e− pairs
and hence a current 〈Jµ〉. Hence the only solution to
(70) is q2 = 0, which is simply the dispersion relation
of propagating electromagnetic waves. However, in the
limit where the electron mass vanishes,
K ∼ log q2µ2 , (71)
where µ is an arbitrary scale. Substituting (71) into (70),
it is easy to see that there are solutions to (70) with
Im q0 > 0. In other words, in the massless limit there
are exponentially growing modes. This behavior is qual-
itatively similar to that discussed above in semiclassical
gravity: de Sitter space is stable only if the Hubble con-
stant is suitably large.
The presence of unstable modes indicates that the per-
turbative ground state in massless QED is unstable. In-
deed, it was shown long ago that non-perturbative ef-
fects from soft electromagnetic modes alter the structure
of the vacuum, including breaking symmetries [45–47].
In short, the presence of exponentially growing modes
merely reflects the wrong choice of vacuum to perturb
around. Notice that had we treated 〈Jµ〉 perturbatively,
as we outlined above for gravity, and truncated the re-
sulting expansion for Aµ at finite order, we would have
incorrectly concluded that that the perturbative ground
state is stable. This further bolsters the notion that
〈δTµν〉 should not be treated perturbatively in semiclas-
sical gravity.
It is tempting to guess that a similar mechanism
can exist in gravity, with soft gravitational modes non-
perturbatively altering the structure of the vacuum when
H < Hc. Given the small value of H observed in the
real universe, it is of considerable interest to explore
the influence of non-perturbative effects on states with
H < Hc. Are these states stabilized? Or are the instabil-
ities merely softened in some form? If so, are there resid-
ual instabilities which drive H → 0, thereby explaining
the origin of the present day small value of H? Indeed,
similar scenarios have been proposed in Refs. [20, 48].
Likewise, given that it appears the universe has transi-
tion from a period of large H (inflation) to the present
epoch of small H, it would be interesting to explore the
possibility of quantum phase transitions in the early uni-
verse at H = Hc. We leave these interesting questions
for future study.
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Appendix: Electromagnetic mode stability in de
Sitter space
In this Appendix we employ holographic duality to
compute 〈Jµ〉 and then study mode stability of Maxwell’s
equations (1). Our electromagnetic analysis closely mim-
ics the gravitational analysis presented in the body of the
paper.
The matter theory we consider is SYM coupled to a
massless N = 2 hypermultiplet. For the Lagrangian of
this theory see Ref. [49]. With the addition of the mass-
less hypermultiplet, the theory enjoys a U(1) symmetry
and an associated conserved current. The U(1) symme-
try can be weakly gauged, thereby coupling the current
to electrodynamics. The 5D field dual to the current is a
gauge field AM , whose dynamics are governed by the 5D
vacuum Maxwell equations [43]. These equations must
be solved subject to the boundary condition that
lim
r→∞Aµ = Aµ, (A.1)
where Aµ is the 4D vector potential in the field theory.
The expectation value of the current then reads
〈Jµ〉 = 1√−g
δS5D
δAµ
, (A.2)
9where S5D is the renormalized 5D gauge field action. In
the radial gauge Ar = 0, the vector potential has the
near-boundary expansion
Aµ = A(0)µ +
1
r2
A(2)µ + . . . , (A.3)
with A(0)µ = Aµ. In terms of these expansion coefficients,
the expectation value of the current reads,
〈Jµ〉 = N
4pi2
[
2A(2)µ −
1
2
∇νF νµ
]
, (A.4)
where as usual Fµν is the field strength of Aµ.
As with our gravitational analysis, instead of working
with the vector potentials AM and Aµ, we shall instead
work with gauge invariant quantities. We introduce a
Fourier transform in the 3D spatial directions with mo-
mentum q, and decompose the vector potentials in terms
of components parallel to and traverse to q, just as done
in Eq. (8) for metric perturbations. We define the helic-
ity 0 and 1 4D and 5D invariants (i.e. longitudinal and
transverse electric fields),
E0 ≡ ∂tAq − iqA0, E1 ≡Aaˆa, (A.5)
E0 ≡ ∂tAq − iqA0, E1 ≡Aaˆa. (A.6)
In de Sitter space the 4D Maxwell equations (1) then
yield the following equations of motion,[
∂2t +H∂t + q
2e−2Ht
]
E0 = e
2 [iq〈J0〉+ ∂t〈Jq〉] , (A.7a)[
∂2t +H∂t + q
2e−2Ht
]
E1 = − 2e2〈Ja〉ˆa, (A.7b)
Likewise, in the geometry (35), the 5D vacuum Maxwell
equations imply[
∂2t +H∂t + q
2e−2Ht − r16∂r (H
2−4r2)2
r ∂r
]
Es = 0,
(A.8)
for all s.
The expansion (A.3) and boundary condition (A.1) im-
plies that near the boundary,
Es = Es + 1
r2
E(2)s + . . . . (A.9)
It is straightforward to show from the 4D Maxwell equa-
tions (A.7), the definition of the current (A.4), and the
boundary expansion (A.3), that all Es satisfy[
∂2t +H∂t + q
2e−2Ht
]
Es = KEME(2)s , (A.10)
where
KEM ≡ 4e
2N
8pi2 − e2N . (A.11)
Eqs. (A.8) and (A.10) constitute the semiclassical
Maxwell equations. They are identical in form to the
semiclassical gravity equations (44) and (41).
The 5D equation of motion (A.8) can be solved with
separation of variables,
Es(t, r) = Es(t)F(r). (A.12)
Denoting the separation constant by H2
(
ν2 − 14
)
, where
ν is a free parameter, the separated equations of motion
read,[
∂2t +H∂t + q
2e−2Ht
]
Es = H
2(ν2 − 14 )Es. (A.13)
and [
H2
(
ν2 − 14
)− r16∂r (H2−4r2)2r ∂r]F = 0. (A.14)
Eq. (A.13) is solved by e−Ht/2Jν(e−Htq/H) where again
Jν is a Bessel function. Having Es remain bounded as
t→∞ then requires
Re ν ≥ −1
2
. (A.15)
Eq. (A.14) must be solved subject to the boundary
condition limr→∞ F(r) = 1. With the further bound-
ary condition that there are no waves emitted from the
horizon at r = H2 , the solution to (A.14) reads,
F = A
(
1− H24r2
)1/2−ν
2F1(− 12−ν, 12−ν, 1− 2ν, 1− 4r
2
H2 ),
(A.16)
where again 2F1 is a hypergeometric function, and
A =
Γ(1− 2ν)
Γ( 12 − ν)Γ( 32 − ν)
. (A.17)
Expanding Eq. (A.16) about r =∞, we find to compute
E(2)s , and using (A.13) and (A.10), we find that unstable
modes must satisfy
4 +KEM
[
1− 2H (− 12 − ν)+ 2 log 2µH ] = 0. (A.18)
Note the appearance of the arbitrary renormalization
scale µ. The µ dependence in (A.18) must be canceled
by that of the running coupling e(µ).
What are the allowed values of ν in Eq. (A.18)? First,
consider the limit H → 0. In this case the logarithm in
(A.18) is large and positive, meaning H
(− 12 − ν) must
be large and positive. This happens near the poles of
H
(− 12 − ν), which occur at positive half-integer values
of ν and correspond to stable modes, or at large and
negative ν. Using the expansion (59), we find that the
associated ν are given by
ν = −2µ
H
exp
[
1
2
− γE + 1
2KEM
]
. (A.19)
This value of ν violates the bound (A.15), indicating an
instability in the H → 0 limit.
Conversely, consider the H → ∞ limit. In this case
the logarithm in (A.18) is large and negative, meaning
10
H
(− 12 − ν) must be large and negative. This only hap-
pens near the poles of H
(− 12 − ν), which again are at
positive half-integer values of ν and correspond to stable
modes. In other words, Maxwell’s equations (1) are mode
stable in the H →∞ limit. Just like in our gravitational
analysis, it follows there must exist a critical value of H
which separates the stable sector of the theory from the
unstable sector.
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